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In the world of special education, children are continually 
evaluated on their ability to do tasks on their own. As these 

children grow into adulthood, they are met with the world 
of supported living for adults with special needs where they 
continue to be evaluated. These evaluations result in goals 
that focus on a person’s ability to move toward independence 
with a task or skill. Yes, it is good to be able to brush your 
own teeth or put on your own socks, and it can be very good 
to have a hobby that brings you satisfaction. What, though, if 
a person cannot stand on their own? What if you cannot do 
the work you love without help from somebody else, cannot 
prepare your own breakfast, or perhaps cannot eat it without 
the help of others? 

Pressing apples for cider

Randy and Brett watering

Independence is one of the principles upon which the United 
States was founded, and it remains a value we still promote 
today. We celebrate our children when they insist that they 
can do something by themselves. We are taught to applaud 
stories of those who “stand on their own two feet,” or who 
seemingly overcome adversity without the help of others. 

Is anyone ever really able to stand on their own two feet? 
Does anyone ever actually achieve anything completely on 
their own? Think of the food on your plate—did you cul-
tivate it on your own? Even if you did, where did the water 
come from? The seed? The soil? The likelihood is that the 
answer to all these questions is a resounding no, and yet, our 
society still reveres the myth of independence.

When articulating what we value most in life, many of us 
would not list independent skills at the top of the list. Much 
higher up might be friendships; conversations or meals 
shared with others; teamwork that created something beau-
tiful, useful, or worthy; the satisfaction of being of help to 
others. 

How would our lives differ if we focused not so much on 
individual strengths and self-sufficiency and focused instead 
on cooperation, collaboration, and interdependence? Perhaps 
our work and our lives would be better for ourselves, our 
communities, and, ultimately, for our world. As we try to fig-
ure this out, we look broadly to history and to other cultures 
for models and inspiration. 

Continued on next page
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Leader. Outside of High Spirit, she has 
worked as a gardener, livestock farmer, 
and landscaper.

Robin finds High Spirit to be a place 
where Voltaire’s question of whether 
we go out into this world full of thorns 
or simply tend to our own gardens can 
be answered with a resounding—both! 
Robin’s wisdom and passion for this work 
do not go unnoticed. She comes each day 
with enthusiasm, warmth and with a 
huge smile.  

Robin, we are so glad you are here  
with us! 

Robin Chadwell Robin and Will cooking

At High Spirit we value interdependence. We come together 
around a challenge, to discuss, brainstorm and decide how 
to address the challenge. When we have a task or recurring 
responsibility that we know is hard, we design the schedule 
so that no one person is always responsible for that job. We 
share both the fun and the challenges.  

We prioritize time to gather. We enjoy our meals as whole 
households or as a whole community, often enjoying food 
from our own gardens—cooked slowly, and without effi-
ciency, by a group of residents and staff. After meals we sit a 
while, in laughter or quiet, together. 

High Spirit flows in interdependence. A resident waits 
quietly for help getting shoes on so that they can join in 
a weekly grocery shopping trip for their home. A crew 

Interdependence, continued

prepping lunch for the community messages in the group 
chat to see if another home can provide a missing ingredient 
and is immediately met with offers of the requested item. 
The pigs escape their enclosure and members of the com-
munity rally around, to gently coax them back to their home. 

Twenty-three people of such varying ages, personalities, 
skills, interests, likes and dislikes, look to each other for help 
and for support, affirming the value of interdependence. We 
are constantly developing and evolving how we live and work 
together. Our capacities to internalize what it means to be 
truly interdependent are growing as we do so. After 14 years 
of experimenting with what works and what doesn’t work, 
one thing we know for sure is that no one can do this alone. 

We asked Robin Chadwell, one 
of our Crew Leaders, to share 

why she enjoys working at High Spirit 
Community Farm. She answered in suc-
cinct bullet points, clearly and directly, in 
Robin fashion:

• My colleagues make me happy. 
Introspective, respectful communication is 
the unspoken standard for how we relate 
to one another and it has made High 
Spirit different than every other place 
I’ve worked. We all come up short of this 
standard sometimes, but there is always 
an opportunity to try again.

• The relationships I’m able to have with 
the residents I work with make me feel 
cared for. Randy sends me emails asking 
about my family. Will makes sincere eye 
contact when he gives me a good morning 
hug. Bar makes me laugh. Though I am 
technically the “caregiver” in these rela-
tionships, I am the receiver of invaluable 
affection and care as well.

• Working outside is a priority for me. It 
grounds and energizes me at once. The 
opportunity to cultivate a loving and 
reciprocal relationship with the Earth 
is one of the things about my job that I 
value the most.

• When people ask me how High Spirit is 
doing, I often find myself saying “we’re in 
transition, and it’s exciting.” I feel there is 
an opportunity here at High Spirit to dive 
deep into societal, cultural, and environ-
mental issues that most workplaces don’t 
have the bandwidth or desire to address. 
This work feels urgent to me and is a 
large part of why I’m excited to continue 
working with High Spirit for years to 
come.

Robin Chadwell has been a friend of the 
High Spirit community for nearly three 
years—as a volunteer, a respite care 
provider, and now, as a full-time Crew 

Robin Chadwell
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Left to right: Rory, Moritz Morszeck, Bar, Paulina Steins, Lesley and Derek Eshelman

International Volunteers  
at High Spirit

Each year we have international volun-
teers, who come to learn, work hard, 

and share the experiences of life at High 
Spirit Community Farm. We are lucky 
to have known so many young people, 
often just out of high school and spend-
ing a year before starting university. 
Our volunteers bring with them joyful 
energy, curiosity, their own interests and 
experiences, more or less facility with the 
English language, generally little or no 
experience in working and living with 
people with disabilities, farming, or with 
the countless household responsibilities 
they will take on. After a year at High 
Spirit, they have made lasting friend-
ships with their fellow volunteers, with 
residents and staff, and have, without 
exception, grown to responsible adults.  

It is always a particular joy to hear from 
past volunteers, and to learn what they 
are doing. We recently received this note 
from Paulina Steins, who lived at Tembo 
House in 2018–2019.

Dear Everyone,

I hope you are all doing well and that every-
one is healthy and happy!  It’s been a while 
since I last reached out to you and I am very 
sorry about it! I hope Bar had an amazing 
birthday with a lot of hugs and maybe some 
waterslides.

Although I haven’t sent you a message in a 
while, there has almost been no day that I 
haven’t been thinking about my time in the 
US, and especially about Bar and Rory. I 
know, I am repeating myself but I feel like 
my stay there really shaped me into the 
person that I am today.

Therefore, this fall I have decided to switch 
my study program from psychology to 
special needs education, because I realized 
that working with people with special needs 
is what I want to be doing for the rest of my 
life. It has been quite a process, but for that 
reason I moved back to Germany from the 
Netherlands to the amazing city of Cologne 
and I am beyond happy with my decision!

High Spirit Community Farm

fulfills an essential need for adults with intellectual and developmental 
disabilities by providing meaningful work, a dignified home and a rich 
social and cultural life. To that end High Spirit:

•  Provides and supports homes where our community members live as a 
family

•  Directs a land-based work program, offering on the job training in  
agricultural work and sustainable practices

•  Expects our members to be responsible, participatory, considerate citizens 
of the High Spirit community and the larger world

•  Inspires and trains the next generation of professionals to provide  
therapeutic care and to be leaders in creating inclusive communities

•  Serves as a catalyst for investment in this model of care, community  
and service

Throughout the summer, I managed to see 
a lot of people that I met during my stay 
in the states. I met Tabea twice and finally 
managed to see Moritz again, which has 
been difficult before, because although we 
live in the same country we live about eight 
hours apart.

I would love to hear back from you and 
know how you guys have been!

I am sending you the best wishes and really 
hope to be able to visit some day!
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Matt and Liz Baldwin

Brisa Galarza

Liz and Lucy on the Ferris Wheel at the  
Big E Fair

New Crew Leaders in Aurora

Matt has his degree from McDaniel 
College in Theater Technology/Light 
Design. He runs a “fix it” crew two 
days a week, and leads Day Program 
participants as they make repairs and 
improvements to our buildings and farm. 
Recently the crew completed the farm 
stand that was started during our May 
Work Day. 

New Crew Leader in Seekonk

Liz has had a soap making business, 
and has brought those skills to a weekly 
soap making crew. The crew uses our 
own herbs, and their soaps are used by 
everyone in the community. Liz has also 
found ways to integrate her passions 
for cooking and baking into the weekly 
programming. 

Thank you for choosing High Spirit, Liz 
and Matt! We are so enjoying having you 
here!

High Spirit welcomed Matt and Liz 
Baldwin into the community last 

October, as Crew Leaders in Aurora 
House. Prior to joining High Spirit, Matt 
and Liz lived and worked in Maryland. 
Liz has worked with people with intellec-
tual disabilities for over 10 years, both in 
direct care and in management positions. 

As Liz tells it, as soon as she saw the 
posting for the position of Crew Leader 
at High Spirit, she knew in her heart that 
this was meant to be. When her husband 
Matt came home that evening, she said to 
him, “How would you feel about moving 
to Massachusetts, to live in community 
with people with disabilities?” In just 
a few short months Liz and Matt had 
moved into Aurora House, along with 
their cat Reginald. Since then, they have 
added a dog, Poseidon, to the mix, and 
High Spirit is home. In their short time 
since joining High Spirit, Matt and Liz 
have had a tremendous impact.

In June, High Spirit Community wel-
comed Brisa Galarza, as Crew Leader 

in Seekonk House. Brisa has settled in, 
along with her chihuahua, Sausage Boy. 

Brisa was drawn to High Spirit partic-
ularly because of the interpersonal rela-
tionships she saw in action during her 
visits here. She is learning more about 
farming and about working alongside her 
fellow farmers with and without disabili-
ties, while building her own relationships 
with everybody. 

Brisa is trained as a trauma-informed 
practitioner, and most recently worked in 
a nearby residential treatment center. She 
is also trained as a cook, and works to 
incorporate the natural and indigenous 
foods from her ancestral roots. Brisa 
enjoys sharing both the good food and 
the stories that go with the food. 

A warm welcome to you, Brisa! We are so 
glad to have you!
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Recommended Reading and Listening: 

Inflamed: Deep Medicine and the 
Anatomy of Injustice  
by Rupa Marya and Raj Patel

“ The title makes clear that our current 
practice of medicine, one that was 
largely developed in tandem with colo-
nialism, can and will be improved by 
considering the human experience as 
a whole, reconnecting to our histories 
and communities, ‘uncovering a path 
to a future where health in its broadest 
terms might be possible.’”

—The Observer

High Spirit Donors

Our thanks to all who have sup-
ported High Spirit between 
November 2021 and October 2022. 

Shining Stars $20,000 and above
Mark Adams and Julie Dowden
Elizabeth Sprague Stout Foundation
Bob and Ginny Swain
Jay Wallace and Lisa McGovern

Angels $15,000–$19,999 
Anonymous

Guardians $10,000–$14,999 
Dea Angiolillo and Peter Von Mertens
David Cochran and Lani Evans
Doug and Lauren Sanford
Michael Staub and Dagmar Herzog

Benefactors $5,000–$9,999 
Martha Bedell and David Dryer
Frederick and Candace Beinecke
Cynthia and Randy Bigony
Gill Family Foundation
Bayard Henry
Fred Maynard and Leila Blodgett
Rick Sutphin
Rick Teller and Kathleen Rogers

Leaders $2,000–$4,999 
Anchor Capital Advisors LLC
Andy and Connan Ashforth
George and Rebecca Carroll
Scott and Laura Malkin 

In honor of Ginny and Bob Swain
Steve and Tish Mead
Peter and Helen Randolph 

In honor of Bar Swain
Doug and Lauren Sanford
Joseph Siebecker
Adrian and Deb Smith
Peter and Faye Speert
Steve Woodsum and Anne Lovett

Champions $1,000–$1,999 
David and Sharmy Altshuler
C.D. and Betts Armstrong
Betsy Cabot
Marshall and Missy Carter
Alex Cochran and Michelle Jefferson
Paul and Susan Collins
Franz and Anne Colloredo-Mansfield
Lisa Dobberteen
Richard and Evelyn Eshelman
Pam Nelson and Peter Fritschel
William Kelly
Adam and Phebe Kiryk
Kevin Smith and Ann Larkum
Charlie and Blyth Lord
Eric Maskin
Robert B. Minturn
Network for Good
Ben Niedermeyer and Joanne Hidaka
Robin and Allene Pierson
Christopher and Sarah Powell-Brett 

In honor of Mark Adams and Julie Dowden
Dr. Paul S. Russell
Jim Sloman and Nora Devlin
Ken and Frances Sterling 

In memory of MaryAnn Egan Swain
Jed and Kerry Stevens
Thayer Stewart and Ann Conrad
Bob Thomas and Polly Hoppin
Joseph H. Thompson Fund

Board of Directors
Robert Swain, President 
Martha Bedell, Treasurer 
Virginia Swain, Clerk
Dea Angiolillo, Director 
Dagmar Herzog, Director 
Tamara Sheen, Director 
Jonathan Wallace, Director 

Advisory
Jennifer Potter-Brotman 

Staff 
Matt and Liz Baldwin
Robin Chadwell
Derek and Lesley Eshelman
Brisa Galarza
Brett Kane and Courtney Santasero
Kaiya Leveroni
Paul Lind
Justin Roccabruna

Interns
Dalia Abdi
Yvonne Bandlofsky
Marie Corona
Emilie Krumsvik
Manny
Janice Piela

Emil Wild 

Or, listen to this NPR interview of the 
authors: 

https://www.mainepublic.org/show/2-
pm-public-affairs-programs/2022-08-22/
city-arts-lectures-inflamed-deep-medi-
cine-and-the-anatomy-of-injustice

Being Heumann: An Unrepentant 
Memoir of a Disability Rights Activist  
by Judith Heumann

Audible format is highly recommended 

“ Being Heumann changed me. This 
clear-eyed, gripping book is necessary 
reading for anyone in a body. Judy 
Heumann is a true heroine: practical, 
courageous, and totally badass.”

— Sharon Guskin, author of 
The Forgetting Time

“ It’s one of the ironies of American life 
that the one category into which almost 
all of us will fit at some time in our 
lives—people with disabilities—is often 
the last on the list of included groups 
in this country…. I met Judy Heumann 
almost four decades ago, and her writ-
ing, activist skills, and kindness helped 
me to see this simple truth. Her life 
story as an activist will enlighten readers 
everywhere.”

—Gloria Steinem
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Lanny and Anne Thorndike
Peter Thorne and Katherine Gross
Town Fair Tire Foundation
Brad and Ann Wallace
Jonathan Winthrop 

In honor of Heather Adams and 
Rory Adams

Chuck and Linda Yanikoski

Sustainers $500–$999 
Joel Allen
Carl Angiolillo and Shira Horowitz 

In honor of Will Cochran
Gerard Aurigemma and  

Nancy Bennet 
In honor of Dea Angiolillo

Eric and Sally Bacon
Tim Barclay
John Barnhill 

In honor of Lucy Staub
Brent and Hailey Bechtol 

In honor of Bar Swain
Doug and Zoe Billman
George Daley and Amy Edmondson
Ben Dawson
Charlie and Kate Devens
Bob and Sarah Gould
Gary Gut and Patricia Casale
Tom and Emily Haslett
Jim Henle 

In honor of Lucy Staub
Linda Lee Leahy
Charlie and Eliza Lee
Robert and Heidi Manice
Dan and Lauren Maynard
Hannah Neugaard 

In honor of Fred and Kristin Herzog
Lino Pertile and Anna Bensted
Stuart Rose and Margie Topf
Johanna Schoen
Chris Sherry and Lee Stewart
Molly Swain and Kath Fitzgerald
Sally Swift
Jonathan and Elizabeth Thomas 

In honor of Will Cochran
Tony and Bo Trase
Steve Walch and Linda Williams
Charles and Louise Weed
Ed White 

In loving memory of my late wife, 
Pamela Steele White

Andrew Willemsen and  
Karen Kuhlthau

Paul Yock

Supporters $200–$499 
Anne Taylor Adams 

In memory of MaryAnn Egan Swain
Peter and Mary Lee Aldrich
Louis Bailey and Ton ton Russell
Carol and Marc Bard
Ayelet Barkai
Sam and Soo Barnard 

In honor of Bar Swain
Elizabeth Beach
Ned and Sandy Bigelow
Juliet Davison
Paul and Karen Dimaura
Joseph Dorsey and Joanne Wilkinson 

In honor of Dea Angiolillo and  
Peter Von Mertens

Bailey Bishop and Elizabeth Edwards 
In honor of Bar Swain

Jef and Katherine Fellows
The Gilbane Foundation
Jim and Fraser Gilbane
Peter and Libby Gordon 

In honor of Bar Swain

Michael and Nancy Grogan 
In honor of Bar Swain

Diana Lee Hammond
Bill Herman
Margaret Honey
James Houghton and Connie Coburn
Olivia and Burt Hurlock 

In memory of Heather Adams
Chris Larkum
Michael and Jenny Larkum 

In memory of Mairsie Swain
Peter Lawson-Johnston
Edward and Janet Lawson
Seth and Sarah Lederman
John and Linda McCammond
Sean McDonnell and Mary Webb
James Meigs and Julia Talcott 

In memory of Hooker Talcott
Charles Merzbacher and  

Marcia Dworkind
Gary Monserud and Ann Jones 

In honor of Randy Yanikoski
Glenn Gustavson and  

Patricia Morten
Jason and Alexandra Nerenberg
Shippen Page and Anne St. Goar 

In honor of Dea Angiolillo and  
Peter Von Mertens

Pam Pettengill
William and Jessica Powell-Brett
Nina Coslov and Howie Rice
Dave and Mary Rimmer 

In honor of Bar Swain
Dan and Cindy Rome
Patrick Sammon and Bennett Singer 

In honor of Dagmar Herzog
Ellen Scott
Judy Singer 

In memory of David L. Singer
Quentin and Dilly Skinner
Andy and Jody Snider
Chris Hart and Michio Soga 

In honor of Lucy Staub
Kathryn and Dave Stanley 

In honor of Elizabeth Stanley
Monique Sternin
Ralph and Carol Stuart 

In honor of the Swain Family
Skiddy and Elizabeth Von Stade
Don and Cheryl Warner

Friends up to $199 
Bill and Susan Adams 

In honor of Dea Angiolillo and  
Peter Von Mertens

Joel Angiolillo and Laurie Bent
Robin Winston and Ari Berman 

In honor of Dea Angiolillo, Peter 
Von Mertens and Will Cochran

Caroline Coggeshall and David Banta
Mary Barraco 

In memory of MaryAnn Egan Swain
Paula S. Berggren 

In honor of Lucy Staub
Carolyn Bess 

In honor of the Swain Family
Sandra Blanton 

In honor of Randy Yanikoski
Laura Bostwick and Carl Spevacek
Matthew Brelis and Morgan Baker
Mika Brewer
Peter Britton 

In honor of Will Cochran
Lyman and Julie Bullard
Lewis Bushnell and Karen Davis
Kate Buttolph
Chip Collins and Anne Childs

David and Diana Churchman 
In memory of MaryAnn Egan Swain

Barbara Cieslicki
Susan Cochran and David Larkin
William and Shirley Cropper 

In memory of MaryAnn Egan Swain
Alan and Luisa Dittrich
James Drye 

In honor of Carl Angiolillo and  
Dea Angiolillo

C.J. and Aimee Duax
Rachel Duffy
Mark and Kay Egan 

In memory of MaryAnn Egan Swain
James and Caroline Everard 

In memory of Heather Adams
Stefanos Geroulanos
Chas and Linda Gill
Steve and Carol Goetz
Rick and Kim Goldstein
Martin Pierce and Mary Jo Haggerty
Thomas Herman
Harry Hanson and Ann 

Hollingsworth
David M. Horton
Charles and Joan Hunt
Corinne Imperatore and  

Jonathan Chu
John and Anne Ingard 

In honor of Dea Angiolillo and  
Peter Von Mertens

Charlie and Kate Johnson
Gary Kegle 

In honor of Austin Davis
Nancy Kimmes
Scott Klinger
Susan Koch
Bill and Lucy LaCasse 

In honor of Bar Swain
Alice C. Leason
Francis and Linda Lepore
Chris Lutes and Astrid Lium
Lesley Lutyens
Bob and Christina Mann
Lynne Markinac 

In honor of Dea Angiolillo, Peter 
Von Mertens and Will Cochran

Bill and Cindi Martin 
In memory of MaryAnn Egan Swain

Richard and Alexandra Maurer 
In honor of the Swain Family

Binney Meigs and Katie Woodhouse
Donald Messick 

In memory of MaryAnn Egan Swain
Jennifer Miles
Barbara E. Millen
Michael and Susan Murphy 

In memory of MaryAnn Egan Swain
Megan Osborn
Elizabeth Peck
John Petrowsky and Tom Vise
Peter and Tory Philip
Betsy Smith and Berit Pratt
Anson Rabinbach 

In honor of Lucy Staub
Elisa Romano
Paul and Terry Ruhlmann
Chris and Megan Sampson
Maggie and Kevin Savage 

In honor of Will Cochran
Richard and Linda Schaye
Marie Siebecker
Alex Slive and Kaela Lee
Will and Diane Stansbury
Kate and Tai Sutliff 

In honor of the Swain Family

Kelly Tronzo 
In memory of MaryAnn Egan Swain

Bob and Nina Trowbridge
Chris von Thelen 

In honor of Rory Adams
Mr. and Mrs. Monte Wallace
Ric Bayly and Mary Waters
Rick Weyerhaeuser and  

Annie Brewster
Susan Lapides and Peter Wilson
Richard and Wendy Yanikoski

Tribute Omitted in 2021
Tuggy Delap 

In loving memory of Heather Adams 
and in support of Rory

In Kind Gifts
Mohan Hathi
Chris Larkum
Joe Moore
Clarke Murphy
Billy Parker and Susanne Beck
Jay Wallace
Charlie Watson

Work Day Volunteers,  
May and October
Mark Adams and Julie Dowden
Dea Angiolillo and Peter Von 

Mertens
Gary and Naomi Baldwin
Kent and Katherine Bartley
Mika Brewer and Corinne Scheman
Donald, Tina, Sam and Charlotte 

Dowden
Dan and Maureen Fitzgerald
Scott and Bonnie Kane
Cindy Kaplan
Blyth Lord
Oz and Hannah Osborn
Billy Parker
Jacqueline Shaw and Kristin Crabtree
Dagmar Herzog and Michael Staub
Bob and Ginny Swain
Molly Swain and Kath Fitzgerald
Henry Swain and Taylor Bigony
Jay Wallace and Lisa McGovern
Chuck and Linda Yanikoski

Note: Please contact us with any 
errors or omissions. Thank you!

Contact Us
To donate online, or to learn 
more, visit our website at:

www.HighSpirit.org

For Admissions or  
Volunteer inquiries:
142 Seekonk Cross Road
Great Barrington, MA 01230
413.717.5250
jroccabruna@highspirit.org

At the Office:
1770 Massachusetts Avenue,  
Suite 101
Cambridge, MA 02140
contactus@highspirit.org


